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FINAL REPORT ON PROJECT #85-2 

INDUSTRY AND OCCUPATION IMPUTATION 

Project Manager: Lynn Weidman 

Preface 

The Industry and Occupation Imputation Project was undertaken as a joint 

effort of the Bureau of the Census and the Social Science Research Council 

(SSRC), with the goal of producing 1970 census public use files containing 

industry and occupation codes that are directly comparable with the 

corresponding codes on the 1980 public use files. This would allow 

researchers to analyze changes in job-related characteristics that took place 

durfng the decade of the 1970's. This report is intended as documentation of 

the statistical techniques used in the project, and summarizes the software 

development, computational and data-manipulation tasks performed to implement 

them and produce the necessary files. A detailed history of the project will 

be produced by other participants. 

The Census Bureau's participation in this project has been under the direction 

of Thomas Scopp, Chief, Labor Force Statistics Branch, Housing and Household 

Economic Statistics Division (formerly in Population Division). Statistical 

Research Division (SRD) participants included Lynn Weidman, Nathaniel Schenker 

and Bradley Schultz (one year). Other major Census Bureau contributors were 

John Priebe (Labor Force Statistics Branch) and Len Marshall (Population 

Division). Primary outside advisors providing statistical and labor force 

expertise were Clifford Clogg (Pennsylvania State University), Donald Rubin 

(Harvard) and Donald Treiman (UCLA). 

The rest of the preface summarizes the role of SRD in the project. SRD's 

participation originated in the fall of 1982 when Population Division 

requested the involvement of a mathematical statistician to work with the 

outside advisors on developing and applying statistical techniques to estimate 

a large number of logit models for use in multiple imputation of industry and 

occupation codes onto census public use files. Lynn Weidman began working on 



the project at that time and continued as primary SRD participant, with 

varying percentages of involvement until the production of the final imputed 

files was completed in December 1988. Bradley Schultz worked full time on the 

project during his 14 month tenure at the Census Bureau. Nathaniel Schenker 

began working on the project as a graduate student of Don Rubin's, and 

continued on it part-time throughout his three year Census Bureau tenure and 

at UCLA until its completion. 

SRD took on the role of actually producing the multiply-imputed records, as 

well as participating in development and evaluation of proposed statistical 

methods. As a result, major responsibilities of SRD participants have 

included implementing the statistical methodology of this project via design 

and development of all software used, performing all evaluative and production 

computer runs of the software used, 

tha; require model estimation, 

determining the industries and occupations 

and evaluating the results from some of the 

statistical procedures employed or proposed. 



1. Executive Summary 

There is a great deal of interest among social science researchers in 

comparing industry and occupation (I&O) data over time. The occupation 

classification system used by the Census Bureau, however, was considerably 

revised between the 1970 and 1980 censuses, making occupation comparability 

between 1980 and previous censuses virtually impossible. The same type of 

problem exists for industry, but to a much lesser extent. In order to 

establish a basis for I&O comparability, a benchmark set of records coded 

under both the old and revised classification systems was needed. It was 

determined that double-coding millions of records by hand would be too 

expensive. Instead, records from 1970 public use samples had multiple 

l imputations put on them. Multiple imputation, as opposed to single 

imputation, enables analyses of the imputed data sets to reflect variance in 

clas?ification due to the imputation procedure. 

A series of dichotomous logistic regressions is used to represent the 

probability Pij that a person who was classified as being in occupation i 

under the 1970 classification system would be classified as being in 

occupation j under the 1980 system. These probabilities are functions of 

individual demographic and socio-economic characterisitics and unknown 

parameters. For a given 1970 occupation (industry) the parameters of the 

models are estimated using the appropriate records from a 127,125 record file 

that has been double-coded under the two classification systems. 

Several sets of parameter values are randomly generated from the asymptotic 

normal posterior distribution of the estimated parameters for each model. 

Five of these sets are then selected for use in imputation according to a 

sampling/importance resampling mechanism. Each record from two 1% 1970 census 

county group public use samples has five occupations (industries) imputed 

using the Pij 's calculated from the appropriate 5 sets of parameters. 

An outline of the major steps in this project follows. 



A. 

B. 

C. 

. 

D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

I. 

J. 

Write software to perform each of the three major statistical tasks. 

1. Estimation of the parameters of binomial log-it models using simple 

Bayesian priors. 

2. Generation of parameter sets from the normal posterior distribution of 

parameter estimates and selection by the sampling/importance 

resampling procedure of five of them for further use. 

3. Multiple imputation of industries and occupations onto public use 

files using the selected parameter sets. 

Determine which 1970 industries require modeling. The remaining 

industries have unique 1980 codes. 

For each industry requiring modeling, construct a file of records having 

that industry code from the double-coded file. Construct similar files 

for each major group. 

Estimate and select parameters for each model using A.1 and A.2. 

flultiply impute five industry codes onto records from the double-coded 

file using A.3. Evaluate the quality of this imputation. 

Perform B-E for occupations. 

Using selected 1970 census public use files, construct separate files of 

person records for each industry and major group code requiring 

imputation, and put the rest of the person records in a single file. Do 

the same for occupation codes. 

Assign five imputes to each of these eligible records, one file at a time, 

using A.3. 

Recombine these records into new public use files that are identical to 

the original except that each eligible record now has five imputed 1980 

industry and five imputed 1980 occupation codes. 

Copy these files to tape and give to DUSD for public release. 

2. Selecting 1970-1980 Code Combinations to be Modeled 

A sample of 127,125 records from the microfilm of original 1970 census long 

form questionnaires was randomly selected for use in this project. All of 

these records contained the original I&O codes assigned in the 1970 census and 

were also assigned I&O codes according to the 1980 classification scheme. 

This set of "double-coded" records gives us a database which can be used to 

model the relationships between the 1970 and 1980 coding schemes. The 
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question of interest to us is how these relationships can be used to impute 

1980 codes to a much larger set of 1970 public use records. Comparisons 

between I&O distributions in 1970 and 1980 can then be carried out using these 

imputed records and 1980 public use files. 

2.1 Use of Distribution of Codes 

Initially, a determination of which 1970 industry codes required modeling had 

to be made. For each 1970 industry the observed distribution of assigned 

1980 industry codes was calculated. All industries that mapped into at least 

two 1980 industries, with at least two records each, required modeling. There 

are 180 of these industries, and for each of them a separate file of records 

* was constructed for use in model estimation and imputation of the double-coded 

file. For each of the remaining 34 industries (called 100% industries), its 

single 1980 code would always be imputed. 

This same procedure was used for occupations except for one added feature. 

Some occupations with less than 50 records were aggregated for modeling if 

they had common 1980 codes. Altogether there are 249 single occupations 

requiring models, 55 occupations combined into 26 aggregates that require 

modeling, 118 100% occupations and 4 equal probability (see section 2.3) 

occupations. (See Tables 1 and 2 for detailed breakdowns by industry and 

occupation.) In addition, there are 1970 records that were imputed major 

industry and/or occupation group codes in the 1970 processing rather than 

individual codes, usually because there were no written entries to code 

clerically. These 14 major industry and 12 major occupation groups also 

required modeling. 

2.2 Records with Unique Code Combinations 

The double-coded sample includes only some of the records that were assigned 

1970 occupation codes in census processing and does not represent all 1970- 

1980 pairs that would occur in the full set of records. However, we are not 

modeling any of these possible pairs that did not occur in the double-coded 

sample. Also, some records were excluded from the modeling procedure as being 

"unique," as described in the next paragraph. 



Following selection of the 127,125 record sample, a second 1970 I&O coding was 

performed and differences between the two 1970 codings resolved, so that each 

record of the double-coded file had an original 1970 code, a "corrected" 1970 

code and a 1980 code. A lot of original 1970-corrected 1970-1980 combinations 

occur only once in the double-coded sample. For any particular combination 

this might be the result of an uncommon error, such as assigning an original 

code that was unrelated to the correct code or a keypunch error made when 

transcribing the codes, and could be the only such error in the census. For a 

more exact imputation, records with these unique combinations should be 

modeled. However, they would require the use of a substantially larger number 

of models (smaller than the number of such records, but one for each 1980 code 

not already being modeled) and have almost no affect on most substantive 

analyses. For these reasons we have chosen, with two exceptions, not to use 

thesz records. If a particular combination occurs more than once in the 

double-coded sample, then we know it was not a unique error that occured. The 

1970-1980 pair from this combination probably exists with reasonable 

probability in the census, and we include all such records in model 

estimation. 

There are two exceptions to non-use of records with unique combinations for 

individual 1970 codes. The first is the aggregated occupations, where a 

single distribution of combinations is computed for all records in the 

aggregate before unique'combinations are identified. The second is four 

occupations that only have unique combinations. Since all the cases can't be 

excluded for these industries, each of the 1980 codes is treated as having 

probability equal to the proportion of these records with that 1980 code. 

3. Selecting a Class of Probability Models 

For each group of records with a given 1970 occupation code, there is a 

corresponding set of 1980 occupation codes, as described in the previous 

section. The probability of a person having any of these 1980 codes can be 

represented as a function of selected demographic characteristics. Our 

approach was to estimate these probabilistic relationships between the coding 

schemes using logit models. A multinomial logit could have been used to model 
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the probabilities for all 1980 codes simultaneously. However, there are 

certain drawbacks to this approach: 

a) it requires simultaneous estimation of a large number of parameters; 

b) the accuracy of parameter estimates depends on the amount of data 

available for each possible 1980 code, so the quality of estimates for 

more populous codes is affected by lack of data for the less populous 

codes; 

c) little software is available for estimating multinomial logit models, 

and it is not easily modifiable for our needs. 

Due to these drawbacks we decided to model a series of bivariate logit 

. models. First we modeled the most populous code against all the rest, then 

the second most populous against all less populous codes, etc., ending with a 

model for the two least populous codes. 

Example. Consider 1970 industry 859 (Libraries) and the 1980 industry codes 

into which it mapped on the double-coded file. 

1980 code 852 850 841 842 

# cases 189 8 3 2 

A series of three models was used: 

1) 852 vs 850,841,842 (189 cases vs 13) 

2) 850 vs 841,842 (8 cases vs 5) 

3) 841 vs 842 (3 cases vs 2) 

3.1 Binomial Logit Models 

Let Xi be a column vector of (dummy) variables for person i and B a 

corresponding vector of unknown parameters. A logit model for the probability 

that a binomial (0,l) variable Y can take on the value 1 is 

Probability (Yi=l) = exp(xi@)/[l + exp(+l. (3.1.1) 

In our situation the dummy variables represent categories of demographic 

predictors and Yi =l if person i is in the most populous occupation being 



modeled and 0 otherwise. 

3.2 Selection of Predictor Variables 

When estimating a model for the purpose of prediction, common practice is to 

select the best-fitting model with the smallest number of terms from a 

potential set of variables and their interactions. In our situation we are 

interested in both prediction (imputation) and the analyses that will be made 

with the resulting data. If a variable is excluded from a model, then no 

variability in the estimated parameters and imputed values due to this 

variable will be reflected. As a result, variables used in analyses but not 

in the model will show no effect on the variability between 

* although they may affect it quite differently. Thus, it is 

include substantively important variables in the models. On 

it is not possible to include all such variables, so some se 

required. 

mputations, 

important to 

the other hand, 

ectivity was 

The approach used to determine appropriate variables was to ask knowledgeable 

social scientists which variables were most important to and most often used 

by analysts of I&O data. Members of the Social Science Research Councils's 

Subcommittee on the Comparability of Occupational Measurement were polled on 

what variables should be used. The responses were combined and refined by 

members of the project team to produce the final list given in Table 3. All 

variables were treated as categorical using the category definitions listed in 

Table 4. 

4. Model Estimation 

The vector @ of unknown parameters in the model (3.1) is estimated by maximum 

likelihood. If there are a total of N observations being used to estimate the 

model, the likelihood function is 

N exp(+ ) yi ‘-Yi 

l-r L------r 1 [Al 
i=l l+exp(xig) I+exP(xiB) 

(4-l) 



All the predictor variables we are using are categorical. Consider the cross- 

classification of the categories of these predictor variables with each 

combination (possible value of Ai) defining one cell of a table. Every person 

with a particular Xi belongs to the same cell and makes the same contribution 

to the likelihood function. Letting C=number of cells, njl=number of persons 

in cell j with Yi=l and njO- -number of persons in cell j with Yi=O, the 

likelihood function can be rewritten as 

C 
1~ l3w(~~fjl1 

“jl 
IL1 + exp($B)l -"jO-"jl 

j=l 

4.1 The Sparse Data Problem w 

A sufficient condition for the existence of maximum likelihood estimators 

(ml;s) for all elements of fi is that njO,njl>O for all j. If some of the 

counts are 0, the existence of mle's for a specified model and table is 

difficult to determine. The industry models each have 2304 cells with the 

number of observations per model between 4 and 3500. In all cases there are 

many cells for which nj0 and/or njl are 0, and in the worst cases there are at 

least 2300 cells for which njO+njl=O. This situation also holds for 

occupation models which have even more cells. We needed to develop a 

procedure which would solve this estimability problem in a way that would 

allow us to automate the solution for use with a large number of parameter 

estimations. 

4.2 Adding Prior Data to Ensure Estimability 

One way to meet the sufficiency condition is to put a small amount of data 

into each cell of a table for both Y=l and Y-O, i.e., give nj0 and hjl some 

small non-zero value for all j. Some questions to consider in this approach 

are: (a) how much should be added to each n. 
Jo 

and njl?; 

and n 

(b) should njo 

jl 
get the same amounts?; (c) how does adding this data affect parameter 

estimates? Before answering these questions, we show that this method is 

equivalent to using a certain prior distribution in a Bayesian approach to 

estimating @ . First, for cell j, let 11. = 5; f3j and nj(kj) be P(Y=l) as 
J 
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given by (3.11). Then the observations in cell j are binomial with 

P(Y=l) = ~j("j) = eXP(ij)l[l + exp(ej)], where 

'j = xj@ = ln[aj('j)/(l-~j(~j))l = logit (ITj). 

This cell's contribution to the overall likelihood function is 

[IT (1 
j j 

conjugate prior, 

which has the beta distribution as the natural 

‘tnj) = [“j(‘j)l 
al 

[l-nj(‘j)l 
aO 

with a. JO,'jl' - " (4.2.1) 

Using this prior, the posterior distribution of "j(Lj) is proportional to 
. 

[“j(‘j)l 
njl+ajl 

[l-‘j (‘j)l 
njOfajO 

* 
(4.2.2) 

which is equivalent to adding a. 
Jl 

successes and a. 
Jo 

failures to the observed 

data in cell j. 

Now, in order to describe the prior used in this project, define 

P = number of parameters in a model, 
C = number of cells in a table, 

".O = number cases in table with Y=O, 

z-1 = number cases in table with Y-l, 
=n .l/(n.o+n.l) = proportion of cases with Y=l. 

Then the prior used is to add 

aji =a 1 = sp/C to each n. 51’ 
(4.2.3a) 

=a 
"j0 0 = (l-s)p/C to each njo. (4.2.3b) 

This prior has the following properties: 

it treats all cells equally; 
it pulls the estimate of the constant parameter 
toward ln[s/(l-s)]; 

it pulls the other parameter estimates toward 0; 
the total amount of prior data added is p; 
for all tables with C cells and models with p parameters 

it is a noninformative prior. 
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4.3 Estimation Procedure 

After the addition of prior data the likelihood function is 

C 
II [ev (x !B)] 

njl+al 
[l + w($g)l 

-njO-“jl-aO-al 
-J- 

(4 3 1) 
. . 

j=l 

The mle fi is obtained via an iterative algorithm. Use of this solution method 

is based on the similarity between this likelihood function and one for a 

weighted regression model. Consider the logit 1. = ln[nj/(l-nj)] = x!B. 
J -J- 

Under each of the three commonly assumed distributions contingency table 
njofnjI+aO+aI 

. observations, the variance of Lj is approximately I;- --- ----s;--T-. 
+a )(n. j0 0 Jl 1 

Ifue consider the linear model 

Lj = "jf3 t &. 
J 

(4.3.2) 

with the ~~ independent (0, 
n.O+n. 

J1+“0+“1 

(n * +a )(n. +a ) 
1 9 

JO 0 Jl 1 
then the iteratively reweighted least squares solution E* converges to 

the mle i . 

Using the Newton-Raphson algorithm to solve for B*, at each iteration the 

estimate can be written as a function of the estimate from the previous 

iteration. Some additional notation is needed to write the appropriate 

equations used in this iterative procedure. First, define 

X = (xI,x2,...xc) , as the "design" matrix, in which row j contains the 

set of durnny variables that define cell j, 

WI = (wII, w21,... wcI), where wjI = njItaI is the number of observations 

in cell j with Y=l, and 

w =(wI,w2,... wc), where wj = wjItnjO+aO is the total number of 

observations in cell j. 
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For iteration t we have the estimates 

(t))] for the probabi lity that an Pjl(B(t)) = ev(llj&(tH / Cl + ev(xjg 

observation in cell j has Y-l, 

wjPjl(g(t)) for the corresponding estimated number of observations, 

q@(t)) = (wl~ll@(t)), w2~21@W,..., wc~,,(~(t))), and 

'j2(8(t)) = wjPjI(8(t))[I-PjI(S(t))] for the variance of the 

WI observations in cell j, and 

;t 
is a diagonal matrix with jth diagonal element oj2(B(t)). - 

- Then the iterative estimation equation is 

* g(t+l) = igt) + iv, x1-l x'[w1 - wluywl, 

with the estimated variance matrix of g(ttl) being 

v (i(M)) = (X’VttlX)-1 . 

(4.3.3) 

(4.3.4) 

5. Generating Parameter Sets for Use in Imputation 

For each model five sets of parameters are required, one set for use with each 

imputation. We would like to draw five parameter sets from the true posterior 

of B_ which is proportional to 

C 
II 

j=l 

3 
“jl C 

[l + exp(xjB 
)I-njO-njl- f 

(5.1 

However, this is difficult to do. Another approach is to use the large sample 

approximate posterior distribution 

(B-K) - NV& hi,, . (5.2) 

This is done by representing fl as 
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(5.3) 

where ?'2(8) 
^ 1 

_ is the Cholesky square root of V(8) and Np(O,l) is a p-vector of 

independent N(O,l) deviates. Now values of (j are obtained by generating sets 

of p independent random N(O,l) variables, placing them in a p-vector, and 

using the transformation (5.3). The IMSL procedure GGNSM was used to generate ^ ^ 
the normal random deviates. It uses as input the matrix V(g) and produces 

the ;1'2 - @) Np(O,l) vectors as output. 

5.1 Sampling/Importance Resampling 

f 
Because of the small sample sizes used to estimate most models, the normal 

approximation is not necessarily close to the actual posterior distribution. 

ForThis reason it is not practical to generate 5 sets of parameters from the 

normal posterior and use them. Something must be done to "ensure" that the 

true posterior is more closely approximated. One way of doing this is via the 

sampling/importance resampling (SIR) procedure described in Rubin (1987). 

The SIR as applied to this situation involves three steps. 

1. Generate a large number of Bk's from the approximate normal 

posterior (8, i(i)) . 

2. Calculate the ratio of each Bk's true posterior to its normal 

posterior 

C 

-11 
[exp($Bk)l c1 + exp($gk)l 

-njo-njl- { 

rk= J -___ (5.1.1) 

1 i (8) 1-1'2 exp-i (Bk-ii) +(8_) (fjk-i) 

3. Select five Bk's by sampling with replacement, where the probability 

of selecting fjk at each draw is proportional to rk. 

The resultant probability distribution of the ek's has approximately the 
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correct posterior distribution. The number of Bk's generated for a given 

model increased as the ratio n.1/n.o diverged from one. This is because 

deviant values of this ratio suggest that the TI.'s as a group are close to 0 
J 

or 1, and the normal approximation is less accurate at these extremes. 

6. Producing Imputed Public Use Files 

The actual imputation of industries and occupations was quite simple. 

However, the file manipulation required was not, because several computers and 

two locations were involved. These two phases will be discussed separately. 

6.1 Imputation procedure 

. 

Consider a file of records for persons from a specified 1970 industry 

requiring imputation using generated parameter sets. The imputation procedure 

is identical for each record and each of the five imputes. 

1. Compute the vector x that identifies the cell to which this record - 
belongs. 

2a. calculate nlk = exp(x'@lk)/[l+exp(x'@lk)] where the subscripts denote 

the kth imputation and the first model. 

2b. Generate a uniform (0,l) random variable U1. 

2c. If U1 s ,Tlk, impute the first industry. Go to the next impute. 

3a. Otherwise, calculate 'T2k = exp(s'@2k)/[1 + exp(x'@2k)] 

3b. Generate a uniform (0,l) random variable U2. 

3c. If u2 5 “2k’ impute the second industry. Go to the next impute. 

4a. Otherwise, continue this procedure with successive models until an 

industry is imputed. If no industry has been imputed and for the 

final model (f), Uf > ITS, impute the final industry (f t 1) . 
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For the 100% industries the procedure is even simpler. All the records for a 

given 1970 industry get the same 1980 industry for all imputes. This 

procedure is followed for all 1970 I&O codes requiring imputation. 

6.2 File Manipulation 

County group public use files were selected for imputation because they 

include the geographic identification of counties or groups of counties having 

populations of 250,000 or more. These public use files have two kinds of 

records - household and person. For imputation purposes we are interested in 

persons 16 years of age or older who reported having labor force activity in 

w 1960 or later. The final product is two public use files that are identical 

to the original files except that five imputed industries and occupations have 

been,added to the end of each of the appropriate records. 

A file containing information for each of the records requiring imputation was 

created from the two public use files. It includes the variables used in the 

logit models and identifying information needed to match back to the original 

file. A large number of separate files were now created: one for each 

industry and occupation code requiring imputation (including major group 

codes), one for each aggregate occupation, one for all the 100% industries and 

one for all the 100% occupations. A set of such files from two 1970 county 

group files was created from public use tapes at UCLA and sent to the Census 

Bureau on tape. The total number of records needing imputed values was 

approximately 1.7 million. 

Imputation was performed according to the procedure described in section 

6.1. Tapes with the imputed records were written and matched with information 

from the original files to create final files of the desired form. Two copies 

of these files were then written onto tape, one copy of each file being sent 

to UCLA and one copy being sent here to the Census Bureau tape library. These 

files are being made available to the public through DUSD. The original tapes 

reside in the Integrated Statistical Library tape library. 
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7. Some Programm ing Details 

Computer software was written to perform each of the three major statistica 1 

tasks: parameter estimation, parameter generation via sampling/importance 

resampling and imputation. All programs were written in UNISYS standard 

Fortran with particular subroutines from the International Mathematical and 

Statistical Language (IMSL) package being used where appropriate. All 

calculations for the industries and the 100% occupations were performed on the 

Census Bureau's UNISYS 1184 A-machine. The software was transferred via tape 

to the Census/ASA/NSF Microvax II. Updating of this software for use with 

occupation variables and DEC standard Fortran was then carried out on a 

Microvax II purchased through a grant from NSF to Dr. Rubin. Estimation, 

- parameter generation and imputation 

performed using the NSF Microvax II 

was done on a 

lation of the i 

Standards and 

Occupation imputation 

BiosTatistics. Cotnpi 

using the Statistical 

Laboratory IBM 4361. 

onto the double-coded file were then 

and the Census/ASA/NSF Microvax II. 

Microvax II at the UCLA Division of 

mputed public use files was completed 

Methodology's Integrated Statistical 

7.1 Estimation Program 

The estimation program carries out several functions in addition to the 

iterative Newton-Raphson solution algorithm. It is written to allow for a 

variable number of predictor variables as well as a variable number of levels 

per variable. However, since the predictor variables and their levels were 

defined identically for all industry models, the vectors Xj of dummy variables 

for all cells were calculated once and stored in a file. This file was used 

in each model estimation. A subroutine was written for use with occupation 

estimation that calculates the values of zj according to the definition of 

variables and levels being used for each model. The prior data amounts 

a1 
= sp/C and a0 = (1-s)p/C were calculated from the distribution of original 

1970 and 1980 industry code combinations. 

Once this preliminary work is completed, the individual records with this 1970 

code are read and counted in the appropriate cell if they are being used for 

the current model. When all the nj0 and njl have been calculated the 
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parameters are estimated. Covergence to a solution is achieved after g 

iterations when for each element Bi(g+l) of @(g+l), 

[B-i (g+l) - f3-i (g)]/ B-i (g+l) 6 -0001 or 1 Bi (g+l) 1 < -0001. 

The variance matrix of @ is estimated by using equation (4.3.4) and the 

solution vector @ (gtl). 

The output file from this program is used as input to the parameter generation 

program. It includes a list of the possible 1980 codes, i and i(i) for each 

model. 

7.2 Parameter Generation and Selection Program 

. 

This program has three main parts: generate a collection of parameter sets 

for each model, calculate the ratio of likelihoods rk for each set and select 

five*sets for each model. First it determines, based on n. /n. 
JO Jl ’ 

how many 

sets of vectors to generate. These vectors are generated according to the 

procedure described in section 5. The rk's are calculated in three steps. 

The approximate normal likelihood is calculated directly using ek, _ i and 

V(8) l 
Then each observation is read and its contribution to the exact 

likelihood for each model is determined. Finally, the contribution of all 

prior data is determined. 

Selection of parameters is done for one model at a time. The rk's for a model 

are sorted in ascending order. A uniform (0, Crk) random variable U is 

generated. If j is the smallest integer such that U s i r 
kc1 k' 

then the 

corresponding @. is selected for use in imputation. 
J 

Four additional 

selections are carried out by independently generating other uniform (0, Crk) 

random variables. The sampling at each stage is done with replacement. For 

each model the five selected Bj's are output to a file to be used in the 

imputation phase. 
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7.3 Imputation Program 

This is the simplest of the three programs, since most of the calculations it 

uses appeared in one or both of the previous programs. A record is read and 

the vector 5 of predictor dummy variables is determined. Using 11, the 

imputation procedure described in section 6.1 is carried out for each of the 

five parameter sets. The input record with five imputed codes added is 

written to an output file. This procedure is carried out for all input 

records. 
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Figure 1 

Industry and Occupation Imputation Project Overview 

Parameter Estimation and Imputation Evaluation 

Data File: 

127,125 case 
double-coded file 
with 1970 & 1980 
I & 0 codes 

Sort into Industry and Occupation 
Subfiles 

Tasks: 

* Model estimation Add prior data to each cell and 
for industry estimate parameters via Newton-Raphson 

Parameter generation 
and selection for 
industries 

Generate parameter sets 
from asymptotic 
normal posteriors 

Calculate ratios of 
likelihoods rk and 
select 5 parameter sets 

Imputation of 
industries on 
double-coded files 

Using selected parameter sets impute 5 
1980 Industry codes onto each record 

Evaluation of 
industry imputation 

Compare various distributions of 
hand-coded and imputed 1980 codes 

Repeat Tasks for Occupation 

Data File: 

Multiple Imputation of Public Use Files - -- 

1970 Public 
Use File (PUMS) 

Select person records Sort into Industry 
with proper ESR and age, and Occupation subfiles 
retaining needed information 

Tasks: 

PUMS imputation Using selected parameter sets, impute 
5 1980 I & 0 codes onto each record 

Final file creation Match imputed records back to original 
PMUS and create a final PUMS that is just 
like the original, with I & 0 imputes added 



017 178 279 397 558 669 

018 179 287 398 567 677 

019 187 288 407 568 678 

027 188 297 408 569 679 

028 189 298 409 587 687 

047 197 307 417 588 688 
. 049 198 317 418 607 697 

057 199 318 427 608 698 

,067 207 319 429 609 707 

068 208 327 447 617 708 

778 889 

779 897 

787 907 

797 917 

798 927 

807 937 

808 

809 

828 

829 

069 209 328 448 618 709 837 

108 219 329 467 619 717 838 

109 227 338 468 627 718 839 

118 229 339 477 628 728 847 

119 237 347 478 629 729 848 

127 238 348 479 637 737 849 

138 239 349 507 638 738 857 

139 247 357 508 639 747 858 

147 248 358 509 647 748 859 

149 257 368 527 648 749 867 

157 258 369 528 649 757 

158 259 377 529 657 758 

167 268 379 537 658 759 

168 269 387 539 667 769 

169 278 389 557 668 777 

877 

878 

887 

888 

Table 1 

1970 Industry Codes: Treatment for Imputation 

Industries with Logit PkAe1.s 



100% Industries with 
Corresponding 1980 Codes 

1970 
048 
077 
107 
128 
137 
148 
159 
177 

- 228 
249 
289 
299 * 
308 
309 
337 
359 
367 
378 
388 
419 
428 
449 
469 
538 
559 
689 
727 
739 
788 
789 
868 
869 
879 
879 
997 

1980 
041 
060 
230 
252 
261 
272 
290 
310 
360 
381 
120 
130 
140 
141 
162 
190 
191 
201 
220 
420 
422 
442 
461 
522 
531 
681 
721 
740 
780 
782 
860 
872 
870 
870 
992 

Major Industry Groups 

Major Group Industry 
Codes Code Range 
029 017-028 
058 047-057 
078 067-077 
267 107-259 
399 268-397 
499 407-479 
599 507-588 
699 607 -698 
719 707-718 
767 727-759 
799 769-798 
817 807-809 
899 828-897 
947 907-937 



001 
002 
003 
006 
011 
012 
013 
014 

,023 
025 
031 
032- 
045 
053 
055 
056 
064 
065 
074 
076 
080 
083 
085 
086 
090 
091 
101 
112 
122 
124 
126 
135 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
152 
153 
164 
165 

Table 2 

1980 Occupation Codes: Treatment for Imputation 

Occupations with Lqit Models 

174 314 433 612 
180 315 436 613 
181 320 441 614 
183 321 442 621 
184 323 445 623 
185 325 450 625 
190 326 452 630 
191 330 454 633 
194 331 461 636 
195 332 470 640 
201 333 471 642 
202 341 472 643 
205 342 473 644 
210 343 475 645 
212 345 480 650 
215 355 482 651 
216 360 485 652 
220 361 486 653 
222 364 492 656 
223 372 495 660 
225 374 510 661 
226 375 511 662 
230 376 512 663 
231 381 514 664 
233 382 520 666 
235 384 522 672 
245 385 530 674 
262 390 533 680 
264 391 534 681 
265 394 535 690 
271 395 542 692 
281 402 545 694 
282 404 550 695 
283 405 551 703 
284 410 552 705 
285 412 554 706 
301 415 560 711 
303 421 575 713 
305 422 602 714 
310 423 604 715 
312 424 610 740 
313 430 611 751 

754 
755 
760 
761 
762 
764 
770 
780 
785 
801 
802 
821 
822 
823 
901 
902 
903 
910 
911 
912 
914 
915 
916 
921 
922 
926 
932 
933 
934 
935 
950 
960 
961 
962 
964 
980 
981 
982 
984 



Equal Probability 
Occupations 

054 
747 
521 
945 

. 

Major Occupation Groups 

Major Group Occupation 
Codes Code Range 

196 001-195 
246 201-245 
296 260-285 
396 301-395 
586 401-580 
696 601-695 
726 701-785 
796 740-785 
806 80 l-802 
846 821-824 
976 901-965 
986 980-984 



Aggregate Occupations 

1004 aggregate 
004 
005 

1042 aggregate 
042 
044 

1063 aggregate 
Ofi3 
506 

1075 aggregate 
075 
923 

1100 aggregate 
100 
311 

1104 aggregate 
104 
113 

1150 aggregate 
150 
151 
154 
155 
162 
173 

1161 aggregate 
161 
605 

1163 aggregate 1453 aggregate 
163 453 
170 516 

1221 aggregate 1503 aggregate 
221 503 
701 546 

1270 aggregate 1561 aggregate 
270 561 
363 562 

1401 aggregate 1620 aggregate 
401 620 
563 641 

1403 aggregate 
403 
481 
491 
540 
571 

1420 aggregate 
420 
440 

1434 aggregate 
434 
515 

1446 aggregate 
446 
626 

17.044 aggregate 

931 

1753 aggregate 
753 
763 

1924 aggregate 
924 
925 

1942 aggregate 
942 
952 



100% Occupations with Corresponding 1980 Codes 

li.uQ 3980 1970 1980 1970 1980 

010 048 
015 045 
020 046 
021 047 
022 258 

125 139 
130 144 
131 149 

024 159 
. 026 159 

030 179 
033 165 
034 066 

132 145 
133 147 
134 148 
156 159 
171 228 

035 068 
036 067 
043 074 
051 075 

052 075 

061 089 
062 085 
071 088 
072 086 
081 204 

082 205 
084 446 
093 167 
094 188 
095 173 

172 233 
175 187 
182 193 
192 197 
193 198 
203 028 
211 018 
213 035 
224 017 
240 014 
260 256 
261 284 
286 278 
334 366 
344 345 
350 309 
362 384 

096 169 
102 136 
103 113 
105 115 
110 116 

111 127 
114 118 
115 135 
116 119 
120 123 
121 125 
123 137 

370 313 
371 313 
383 357 
392 368 
411 564 
413 857 
416 569 
425 185 
426 678 
431 576 
435 649 
443 658 
444 674 
455 824 
458 824 
462 639 

483 518 
484 538 
501 768 
502 544 
504 675 
505 773 
523 587 
525 695 
531 734 
536 654 
543 789 
572 217 
580 783 
601 593 
603 615 
615 573 
622 766 
624 799 
631 686 
634 888 
635 723 
665 784 
670 749 
671 739 
673 739 
710 824 
712 825 
750 869 
752 498 
824 479 
913 444 
940 469 

941 489 
943 454 
944 458 
953 464 
954 467 
963 423' 

965 423 
983 403 
991 '909. 



Table 3 

Independent Variables and 

Variable Name 

Used with both industry and occupation 

Sex 

Race 

Sex x Race 

Age 

Sex x Age 

Class of Worker ' 

Hours Worked 

I Weeks Worked 

Education 

Used with industry only 

Metro/Non-metro 

Region 

Used with Occupation only 

Earnings 

Earnings x Sex 

Earnings x Race 

Earnings x Sex x Race 

1970 industry 2 

1970 occupation 3 

Number of Parameters 

# Parameters 

1 

1 

1 

3 

1 

231 

1 

1 

1, variable 

1 

2 

3 

3 

3 

3 

variable 

variable 

Note: 1. If there are two.numbers of # parameters, the first is for 

industry and the second for occupation. 

2. 1970 industry is only used for specified occupations. 

3. 1970 occupation is used where aggregates of occupations are 

modeled together. 



Definitions of Independent Variables and Categories 

Independent 

Variables 

Sex 

Double-coded 

Male 

Female 

Sex=M 

Sex=F 

* Race 

Black 

Other 

Race-N 

Race=W,O 

Age 
AGE 0 

AGE 1 

AGE 2 

AGE 3 

Age=16-24 

Age=25-39 

Age-40-59 

Age=60+ 

Class of Worker 

Industry 

cow 0 co w=o 

cow 1 COW=l-3 

cow 2 COW-4-6 

Occupation 

cow 0 cow-o-3 

cow 1 COW=4-6 

Metro 

Table 4 

PtiMS' 

P6=0 

P6=1 

P7=1 

P7=0,2-8 

Same, using Pll for Age 

Same, using P30 for COW 

Same, using P30 for COW 

Industry Only 

Metro States 10, 44 

Other states 

SMSA-1-9998 
Nonmetro SMSA=O 

County group (H7-11) in list on 

pp. 123-126 

Complement of Metro 



Education 

Industry 

Not College HGC=E,H 

College HGC=C 

Occupation 

Variable Number of Levels with 

years of education defined by 

1 if HGC=K 

HGA if HGC=E 

HGAt8 if HGC=H 

HGAt12 if HGA=C 
. 

Hours Worked 

Part time HW=0,1,2 HW=0,1,2 

HW=8 and ESR=2 HW=8 and ESR=3 

Full time HW-3-7 HW-3-7 

HW-8 and ESR-1 HW=8 and ESR=1,2 

Weeks Worked 

Part year ww=o,1,2 

WW-6 and ESR-2 

Full year ww=3,4,5 

WW=6 and ESR-1 

Reaion 

Complement of College 

HGA=16, HGA-15 and HGC-1 

0 if HGA=0,1,2 

HGA-2 if HGC=l and 3 5 HGA s 20 

HGA-3 if HGC=0,2,3 and 3 2 HGA ,$ 20 

WW=0,1,2 

WW=6 and ESR=3 

WW=3,4,5 

WW=6 and ESR=1,2 

Industry Only Defined by H7-ll=county group 

values 

East States in New England, Mid OOlOl-01600,05101-06100, 

Atlantic, East North Central 06201-06206,06301-07401,07403- 

Divisions 07500,07601-08000,08002-08200, 

lOlOl-10102,10107-10200 

South States in South Atlantic, 01601-05100,06101-06200,06207- 

East and West South Central 06300,10202-10300,10401-12801 

Divisions 



West States in West North Central 07402,07501-07600,08001,08201- 

Mountain, Pacific Divisions 10100,10103-10106,10201,10301- 

10400,12802-14902 

Earnings 

Occupation only 

by quartiles 

Largest values 

defined = $99,000 

Same, using P37-39 

Largest value 

defined = $50,000 

(largest upper quartile < $50,000) 

. 

Note: 1. All references to variable names and pages refer to Public Use 
I Samples of Basic Records From the 1970 Census: Description and 

Technical Documentation, U.S. Bureau of the Census, Washington, 

D.C., 1972. 


